' I R A Q,
Councils and to 'local opinion' can have but one result. The
extremists who, following the example of their colleagues in
Syria, are demanding absolute independence for 'Iraq with
or without 'Abdullah will by threats and by appeals during
the coming month of Ramadhan to religious fanaticism win
over moderate men who have hitherto looked to Government
for a scheme offering a reasonable chance of success and which
they can support.1
It was not merely the danger of excitement of public opinion
which aroused his opposition. The announcement, if made,
would mean once again the ruin of his plans and desires for the
future of 'Iraq. He had already abandoned, partly from
necessity and partly from personal motives, his first constitu-
tional proposals, ostensibly based on 'Iraqi opinion obtained in
the plebiscite of 1918-19, but in reality carefully designed to
preserve the pattern of the direct British administration which
he had so diligently created. His original antipathy to Arab
participation in the administration had been submerged in
order to win the sympathetic attention of H.M. Government
and of the moderates among the 'Iraqis for his second attempt
at drafting a Constitution which incorporated his views on the
future administration of'Iraq.
The announcement, however, implied that H.M. Govern-
ment without reference or consideration to the Bonham-
Carter proposals, with which he was in full agreement,2 had
settled on a policy which, if published, would sweep away all
his efforts to check Arab Nationalism and to maintain his
administrative machinery, would destroy what he believed to
be the immediate means to consolidate the moderate party
behind British policy and would give the final victory to the
Western Arabia party.
In addition, therefore, to his request that H.M. Government
1	Telegram No   5559, Civil  Commissioner, Baghdad, to  S/S for  India,
May 8th, 1920.
2	Telegram No.  5603, Civil  Commissioner,  Baghdad,  to S/S for India,
May ist, 1920.
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